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Modest bridesmaid dresses

Skip the navigation! Why is it that when it comes to buying for a special occasion, the options available seem to be much thinner and less elegant than usual? Finding an evening dress that suits your personality (and personal style) isn't always an easy feat —and the search for an equally cool bridesmaid dress is no different. With the lack of variety, it's easy
to fall into a cookie cutter trap with an expected, universally flattering and safe option (read: boring). Well, it's time not to take that path. Before the wedding season starts at high speed, we're here to raise the level when it comes to shopping for bridesmaid dresses – why shouldn't women next to the bride feel as much on point as she does? From elegant but
bold prints to unexpected fabrics and silhouettes, we've put together 30 not-so-average options that will make all these group photos stunned. At Refinery29, we're here to help you navigate this overwhelming world of things. All of our market choices are selected independently and curated by the editorial team. If you purchase something we link to on our
website, Refinery29 may earn commission. The wedding party look is often a big part of the aesthetics of a wedding. After all, bridesmaids and groomsmen are up there with people getting married and are often featured in many of the wedding photos. Because of this, many of us assume that the reason the bridesmaids traditionally combine is purely for
aesthetic reasons—the bridal party uniform creates a pleasant setting for the main event. However, as Refinery 29 is reporting, that's not where the tradition of matching bridesmaid dresses began. The origin of a uniform wedding party is actually steeped in the paranormal. According to a video of Refinery 29 found on Buzz60, the custom of matching
bridesmaiddresses goes as far as ancient Rome and has supernatural origins. Instead of beginning the tradition of a desire to simply look similar, the entire bridal party (including the bride herself) dressed up to confuse anyone who might try to steal the bride—be it a deadly suitor or a demonic spirit. Tradition has evolved in modern times and although
bridesmaids still dress the same way, the bride must now stand out, making the origin of history debatable. Perhaps that's why many brides are opting for non-traditional weddings and allowing their bridesmaids to wear different dresses within a certain range of colors, or forgetting the whole bridesmaid dress trend altogether. More about weddings:The most
iconic wedding dresses of all time:Follow Rosemary on Instagram and Our editors research, test and recommend the best products independently; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. Photo by Rachel Havel Bridesmaid Duty comes with with a lot of responsibility, but one
of the nicest aspects is dressing up and standing next to the happy couple as they say, I do. Such an occasion full of love, of course, asks for a beautiful dress —one that is most often chosen by the bride. Whether the taste of the bride tends to be more conservative or the couple has selected a traditional location that requires total sophistication, a modest
bridesmaid dress is undoubtedly the best. Think of high necklines, covered shoulders and sleeves, and longer hems. As a bridesmaid, that doesn't mean you're going to look clumsy or out of fashion. Quite the contrary, since many modest bridesmaid dresses are elegant, timeless and incredibly elegant—what more could you ask for in occasion suits? Better
yet, the latest fashion trends are inspired by decades past, including high necklines and long, puffy sleeves in the 1980s and 1990s. From beautiful pastels to elegant shades of jewelry, vibrating sleeves to trendy puffs, and knee lengths, midi and maxi, keep rolling to discover 30 gorgeous modest bridesmaid dresses for every budget. Modest doesn't always
mean maxi. Case in point: this emerald green midi dress with trendy puffy sleeves and ruches details. This blush dress is gorgeous for a spring or summer wedding and comes in a variety of sizes, from XS to 3X. The minimal design is beautiful as ever, with a bateau neckline, three-quarter length sleeves, a back spoon decorated with a row of covered
buttons. Sweet and sophisticated, this airy chiffon dress comes in tons of colors, whether you're part of a matching bridesmaid schedule or a mix-and-match group. Fun fact: the floor-sweeping skirt has iPhone-friendly side pockets — we love to see it! We love this lagoon-colored dress for autumn or winter weddings — the elegant glow looks perfectly festive
for a holiday celebration! It's ultra-romantic, too, with cascading layers of ruffles on the skirt. This colorful wine dress is so timeless, with clean lines and a straight neckline. The back elegantly dips into a bottom spoon for a modern twist. In an ether tone of green, this elegant dress channels a modern goddess vibe. The V-shaped neckline and puffy sleeves
look fresh but sophisticated, while the subtly burnt skirt flows effortlessly for easy movement. If you're looking for a sustainably made bridesmaid dress, look no further than this diarrablu wrap style. With three-quarter-length sleeves and an elasticated waist, it's as comfortable as it is refined. Courtesy of David's Bride There is nothing as lovely as lace for a
wedding, and when modest is the goal, a long sleeve dress is a perfect choice. This navy style features a Waist set by tape, and a slit in the skirt for easy movement (don't worry, it's not too risqué). Courtesy of Rebecca Taylor A floral print bridesmaid dress always looks fresh, be mixed with or coordinated motives. That style airs on the modest side thanks to
fluttering sleeves, retracted neckline and flowing midi skirt — a look we love for an autumn or winter wedding. You'll stun in this luxurious seaty dress, which offers modest coverage thanks to the high neckline and cap sleeves. A side slit gives you a modern touch without feeling revealing - you'll be able to dance the whole night in this number! Beautiful pleats
and beaded details give quality to the bridesmaid dress. Whoever said modest dresses were boring, they never wore their eyes on this number! This wrap dress features dramatic kimono sleeves, a flattering V neckline, and modern and modest semi-sheer lines. For more coverage, opt for a full swipe underneath. Courtesy of Saks Fifth Avenue Lean in
romance with this lace midi dress with a beautifully hierarchical skirt, rounded neckline, and tie waist. Although the puffy sleeves are sheer, the rest of the dress is fully lined. With puffy sleeves and a faux-wrap design, this dress is at once timeless and modern. The satin silhouette is perfectly elegant for a wedding, while it is versatile for many other events.
Courtesy of David's Bridal Simple, but so elegant, this cap sleeve dress is a classic stunner. The luxurious elastic crepe fabric is extremely comfortable, while the back and slit are modernized with the overall look. Courtesy of Showmeyourmumu This emerald green dress is stunning for an autumn or winter wedding, with a comfortable empire waist and sheer
fluttering sleeves. It also comes in a range of colors, from beautiful pastels to other shades of jewelry, even black and white! This under$100 dress symbolized modern elegance with round neckline, batwing sleeves and a wrap-up waist design. Style yours with silver for a black tie wedding, and don't forget the jewels! For a day wedding in spring or summer,
this ruffled wrap dress is in place. The cascading ruffles and high-low hem look totally cool, while the midi silhouette and sleeves ensure total sophistication. For a minimalist wedding, this high-collared dress is exquisite as a bridesmaid dress. Clean lines are impeccable, while the hoodshape is fluid and feminine —the perfect blend of detail for a unique look.
With a hooded neckline dress and cap sleeves, this A-line dress is so elegant in liquid satin. Even better is the beautiful shade of the slate, which works well in any season. Minimal but feminine, this column dress is totally timeless. Asymmetrical double ruffles perfectly outweigh the A-line skirt for a modern touch, while the lid sleeves and V neckline look
classic as ever. A luxurious look in autumn and winter, it looks no more exquisite than sumptuous velvet. This dress features a high neckline and cap sleeves with a back cutout for an unexpected touch. Courtesy of Bella Bella Deeply romantic, this floral print dress is a beautiful winter bridesmaid look. It also comes in lighter tones for warmer seasons. Or! You
can embrace a mixed bridesmaid look by matching some at the same time.  If intricate details are your taste, look no further than this midi tulle embroidered dress in buttercup yellow. When you look closely, you will notice the palm leaves and flowers, made of recycled fibers.  Courtesy of David's Bridal This full length dress is quite modest, but long sleeves
bring a freshness to it that looks entirely modern to any bridesmaid. This number also comes in a rainbow of pastel colors to jewel tones and neutral shade. A modest bridesmaid dress doesn't need to be grazing on the floor, as proved by this knee-length silhouette by Jenny Packham. The high neckline and defined waist are elegantly offset by the open back
— a lovely option for a day or night wedding in any season.  Elegant and minimal, this dress proves that a sleeveless silhouette can still look modest. Unique touches include an elegant diamond-shaped open back and a bodice mounted for a flattering shape.  Modest, but make it fashion-forward in this elastic satin midi dress. With a faux neck, long, puffy
sleeves and ruched details, you'll stand out in the distinctive but yet demure design.  Courtesy of Joanna August Delicately snorious sleeves give this high-collared dress a whimsical touch. We love the side slit that allows for easy movement without a feel on display.  This sweet Swiss stitch dress is totally romantic for a wedding in the garden or in the
backyard. Use yours with simple block heels to round off this effortlessly chic look. Look.
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